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CILIP Information Literacy Group
What else do we do? 

Advocacy 

Training for IL practitioners and support for 
libteachmeets – sponsorship of up to £500

Information Literacy Awards - £1000 prize 
money



Statistics

1 in 4
adults in the UK have never
used the internet

a third 
of households in the UK don't 
have the internet

39% 
of the people in UK without
access are over 65

49%

of people without access are in the 
lowest socio-economic groups 

70% 

of people who live in social housing 
aren't online

80%

of government interactions with the 
public take place with the bottom 25% of 
society, so failing to encourage everyone 
online keeps government costs high



Blurring of boundaries?

 The Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals 
defines information literacy (IL) as 

 " knowing when and why you need information, where to find it, and 
how to evaluate, use and communicate it in an ethical manner." 

 OFCOM define media literacy as 

 ‘the ability to access, understand and create communications in a 
variety of contexts’.  

 The New Zealand government define Digital Literacy as:

 The ability to use digital technology, communication tools or 
networks to 
locate, evaluate, use and create information. 



From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

It has been suggested that this article or section be 
merged into Computer literacy. (Discuss)

Digital literacy is the ability to locate, organize, understand, 
evaluate, and create information using digital technology. It 
involves a working knowledge of current high-technology, and an 
understanding of how it can be used. Digitally literate people can 
communicate and work more efficiently, especially with those who 
possess the same knowledge and skills. Certifications are available 
to determine if a person is digitally literate.

Digital literacy encompasses computer hardware, software
(particularly those used most frequently by businesses), the 
Internet, cell phones, PDAs, and other digital devices.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Merging_and_moving_pages
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_literacy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Computer_literacy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_technology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-technology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-technology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-technology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communicate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_hardware
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_phones
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PDA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital


Digital Britain Report

Digital Britain referred to: 

 ‘Digital Life Skills – needed by all’ and 

 Digital Work Skills – needed by most’

In looking at Digital Life Skills, it is important to address the potential 
confusion that might arise because of the number of differing literacies 
that feature in official and professional reports - information literacy, 
Media Literacy and Digital Literacy have all been used. ...

There are clearly overlaps but Information Literacy adds a further 
essential dimension of evaluating information and helping people 
understand their ethical responsibility in how they use information. It is an 
essential part of life long learning and digital citizenship. Without such 
skills citizens run the risk of being excluded and disenfranchised from day 
to day life.  Being able to gain access to digital material is only the 
beginning and a combination of all the literacies is required.

Thank heaven for Terry Wogan!

Askmum.co.uk

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/8565369.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/8565369.stm


Our students
Avoid carefully-crafted discovery 
systems. Love Google

Advanced search used rarely, and 
hardly at all by highly-rated 
research institutions. 

Like immersive environments

Fast bag pick-up

Fast information for a fast food 
generation –it fits

(Plagiarised from Prof David 
Nicholas)

About Giggles Computer Funtime

For Baby: ABCs & 123s

Building blocks, cuckoo clocks, 

and race cars… Letters and 

numbers have never had so 

much fun. Babies love touching 

the computer keyboard — now 

you can let them! 

Each curious key press 

entertains your baby with 

delightful animated letters and 

numbers and cute, loveable 

animal characters. There are 14 

adorable key tapping activities 

for you and baby to explore From The Network Society, by Manuel Castells

http://www.giggles.net/


Douglas, Jonathon. 

‘Information Literacy is more than a 
library or education issue. It is crucial 
to issues of economic development, 
health, citizenship and quality of life.’


